
UNDERSTANDING 
AS1428
This document is intended as a guide only, and should not be considered a 
substitute for referring to the original AS1428 suite of standards. This guide 
is primarily concerned with BPA product selection, rather than installation or 
location requirements, and should be read as such.

DESIGN FOR ACCESS & MOBILITY
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OVERVIEW OF THE AS1428 SUITE OF STANDARDS

AS1428.1-2009: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCESS

Covers the minimum requirements for Disabled and Ambulant access.

Designed to be suitable for at least 80% of the Australian population.

Two amendments have been issued for this standard:

• Amdt 1-2010: Many people may still be referring to the original 2009 version 
of AS1428.1, which includes outdated images and requirements. The 2010 
amendment updates the following diagrams:

 ~ Figure 38(a) & 38(b): removes 440-460mm height requirement @ top of 
pan

 ~ Figure 39(a) & 39(b): removes 850-860mm height requirement@ top of 
back rest. All back rest positional requirements changed to be relevant 
to top of seat instead of top of pan

 ~ Figure 40: adds zone for back rest, which must be installed with a 
maximum height of 875mm to top of pad, a minimum height of 650mm 
to bottom of pad, & a maximum pad width of 400mm

 ~ Figure 43: adds note that circulation spaces may overlap each other

 ~ Figure 44(A) & 44(B): max height to top of semi-recess basin reduced 
to 830mm. Updates “knee toe clearance” in 44(A) to reflect 44(B). 
Removes requirement for 215 max knee clearance to operable tap 
parts.

 ~ Figure 45: max height to top of semi-recess basin reduced to 830mm.

 ~ Figure 50: all dimensions now treated as minimums instead of 
absolutes

 ~ Figure 52: all dimensions now treated as minimums instead of 
absolutes

 ~ Figure 53: adds a requirement for 700mm minimum length for non-
horizontal leg of 35°- 40° ambulant rails.

• Amdt 2-2017: does not relate to sanitary fixtures.

OTHER AS1428 STANDARDS (NOT DETAILED IN THIS GUIDE):

AS1428.2-1992: Enhanced and Additional Requirements

For reference by authorities and other users who wish to provide a greater 
level of accessibility. Designed to be suitable for at least 90% of the Australian 
population.

AS1428.3-1992: Requirements for children and adolescents with physical 
disabilities

Is no longer a current standard, but may still be referenced by authorities and 
other users who wish to provide a greater level of accessibility for children.

AS1428.4.1-2009: Means to assist the orientation of people with vision 
impairment: Tactile ground surface indicators

AS1428.5-2010: Communication for people who are deaf or hearing impaired
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TYPES OF BATHROOMS COVERED BY AS1428.1

ACCESSIBLE BATHROOMS

There are slightly different requirements for accessible washbasins and their 
accompanying shelving, as well as mirrors, depending on whether these items 
are being installed in Accessible unisex sanitary facilities or Accessible sole 
occupancy units.

Accessible unisex sanitary facilities

 ~ This is a stand-alone accessible bathroom which can be accessed 
by either gender (eg a public bathroom or staff bathroom for use by 
multiple staff)

 ~Must be located so that it can be entered without crossing an area 
reserved for one sex only

 ~Where two or more of each type of accessible unisex facility are 
provided, the split between left hand and right hand facilities must be 
as even as possible

Accessible sole occupancy units

A sole-occupancy unit (SOU) is an area within a building for the exclusive 
use of the owner or occupier. It doesn’t matter whether the occupier is an 
individual, a number of people, or a company - exclusivity of use is the key 
criteria in defining an SOU.

Examples of an SOU include: an individual apartment in a residential tower, 
a suite of rooms in a hotel, a bedroom and associated ensuite in an aged 
care building, or a shop or office occupied by an individual owner or tenant.

AMBULANT SANITARY COMPARTMENTS

In the context of AS1428.1, people with ambulant disabilities are considered to 
be: “People who have a mobility disability but are able to walk” (4.13).

• There must be at least one Ambulant Sanitary Compartment located in each 
male public bathroom

• There must be at least one Ambulant Sanitary Compartment located in each 
female public bathroom

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS
The word Ambulant is sometimes used by customers as a catch-all 
term to describe any product that is marketed towards those with 
reduced mobility, regardless of AS1428.1 compliance. As such, it is 
important to clarify with your customer whether they are using the 
word Ambulant to mean:

• A generic term in a context where a raised height pan etc may 
be preferred, but AS1428.1 Ambulant compliance may not be 
necessary (such as in a private ensuite in a retirement home), OR

• To indicate that products must comply with the specific 
requirements of section 15 of AS1428.1 (such as in a staff or 
public toilet cubicle)
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ACCESSIBLE BATHROOM
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BASINS

Accessible wash basins generally take the form of either Semi-Recessed Basins 
or Wall Basins. Vanity or Drop In Basins can also be accessible compliant, but 
are less common as their compliance will be greatly dependent on the bench 
design.

• Must have acceptable knee and toe clearance space under the basin. 
An acceptable shroud or bottle trap is usually required to achieve this.

• Semi-Recessed and Drop - In Vanity Basins must have a maximum height of 
30mm above the bench that they are set into.

Accessible unisex sanitary facilities

Must have a maximum distance of 300mm between the front of the basin and 
operable parts of the mixer (refer to “Mixers” section for further details).

Accessible sole occupancy units

Must have a maximum distance of 475mm between the front of the basin and 
operable parts of the mixer (refer to “Mixers” section for further details).

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS
Misconception 1: basins must have a minimum width of 450mm.  
Correction: there is no minimum width requirement for accessible basins. 

The 450mm minimum width in the plan view of Figures 44(A), 44(B), and 
45 actually refers to the width of the circulation space as measured along 
the rear wall. 

Misconception 2: basins must have a maximum height of 110mm from top 
to bottom.  
Correction: there is no maximum height requirement from top to bottom 
of basins. 

This is often particularly misunderstood in regards to Figure 45, which 
relates to Accessible Sole Occupancy Units, and has a drawing that is 
somewhat vague in comparison to Figures 44(A) and 44(B). 

This misconception comes from taking the maximum top of bench/
basin height of 830mm from floor, and subtracting 720mm under the 
assumption that this dimension refers to the minimum required clearance 
from the underside of the basin / bench to the floor. 

The 720mm dimension actually refers to the minimum height of the knee 
clearance zone. The point at which the 720mm knee clearance zone starts 
can be extended beyond the front edge of the basin, provided that this 
point is 215mm from the operable parts of the mixer. As the clearance 
zone is sloped, this can result in a circumstance where the basin may be 
thicker than 110mm, but still provides the necessary knee / toe clearance 
space for AS1428.1 compliance.

RELEVANT CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE 2010 AMENDMENT TO AS1428.1:

• Figure 44(A) & 44(B): max height to top of semi-recess basin reduced to 830mm. Updates “knee toe clearance” in 44(A) to reflect 44(B). Removes 
requirement for 215 max knee clearance to operable tap parts.

• Figure 45: max height to top of semi-recess basin reduced to 830mm.
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BASINS
Compliant BPA Products
(for either accessible unisex sanitary facilities or accessible sole occupancy units)

WALL BASINS

Type B Basin Quado 600 Emilia 600

Type C Basin Quado 550 Emila 550

Quado 450 Life II

Milano 500

Milano 400
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BASINS
Compliant BPA Products
(for either accessible unisex sanitary facilities or accessible sole occupancy units)

SEMI-RECESS BASINS

Life

SHELF BASINS

Lucca Shelf Basin

Quado 800
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SHELVING & MIXERS

Shelf space shall be provided adjacent to the washbasin in one of the following 
ways (please refer to standard for required installation positions)

• As a separate fixture:

 ~ 1 x with a maximum product height of 150mm, a width of 120 - 150mm 
and length of 300-400mm; and

 ~ 1 x with a maximum width of 120mm and minimum length of 400mm

OR

• As a vanity top (for example an integrated shelf in the case of a wall basin, or 
the bench that the basin is set into in the case of a semi - recessed basin)

 ~ Accessible unisex sanitary facilities: 
with a minimum width of 120mm, and 
length of 300 - 400mm

 ~ Accessible sole occupancy units:  
with a minimum width of 120mm, and a minimum length of 300mm. 
Must not encroach into any knee or toe clearance space for a minimum 
width of 850mm centered on the basin.

 

Mixer

Must have lever handles, sensor plates, or similar controls.

Operable parts of mixer must be within accepted distances from front of basin 
(please refer to basin section for specific distances). The operable part of the 
mixer refers to:

• the end of the mixer handle when opened up to its furthest point from basin 
front, OR 

• the distance from which sensor taps can be reliably operated

Lever handles must have at least 50mm clearance from adjacent surface.

If separate taps are provided for hot and cold:

• For horizontal configurations hot tap must be on left, with cold on right

• For vertical configurations hot tap must be above, with cold below

Where hot water is provided the water shall be delivered through a mixing 
spout (ie hot water bib taps are not acceptable)
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MIXERS
Compliant BPA Products

MIXERS

JTM121C – Modus E Electronic 
Sensor Mixer

JTL121 - Life Assist Mixer

JTL122 – Living Assist Mixer
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TOILET SUITE & BACK REST

Dimensions

• Height must be 460-480mm to top of seat

• Pan must be maximum width of 400mm

• Pan projection from wall must be 800mm ±10

• Pan projection from any back-wall-mounted 
fixture or obstruction (other than a back rest) 
must be a minimum of 600mm

• Any back-wall-mounted fixture or obstruction 
must have a maximum width of 600mm

• Centre line of pan must be 450-460mm from 
closest side wall

Seat

• Must not be open fronted

• Must be single flap (i.e. not seat cover)

• Must include lateral stabilisers

• Must be load-rated to 150kg

• Must have a 30% luminance contrast with the 
back ground (eg pan, wall or floor against which 
it is viewed)

Flushing Control

• Can be hand operated or automatic

• Must be located 600 - 1100mm high and in either of 
two prescribed zones on the back or near-side wall

• Hand operated flushing controls must have 
raised buttons which activate before they draw 
level with the surrounding surface

• Note: unlike seats, flush controls do not have a 
luminance contrast requirement

• Buttons for concealed cisterns must be installed in 
specific zones. Please refer to standard for details.

Back Rest

• Must be able to withstand a force in any 
direction of 1100 N (approx. 113kg)

• Must have a pad width of 350-400mm

• Must have a pad height of 150-200mm

• Must have a pad angle of 95°-100° from horizontal

• Must have distance of 120-150mm between the 
top of the toilet seat and the bottom of the back 
rest pad

RELEVANT CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE 2010 AMENDMENT TO AS1428.1:

• Figure 38(a) & 38(b): removes 440-460mm height requirement @ top of pan

• Figure 39(a) & 39(b): removes 850-860mm height requirement@ top of back rest. All back rest 
positional requirements changed to be relevant to top of seat instead of top of pan.

• Figure 40: adds zone for back rest, which must be installed with a maximum height of 875mm to top 
of pad, a minimum height of 650mm to bottom of pad, & a maximum pad width of 400mm. 
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TOILET SUITE & BACK REST
Compliant BPA Products

TOILET SUITES

BACK REST

Life Assist Econoflush Air 
Pneumatic Raised Button 
Chrome

Assist Back Rest

Life Assist FTW Suite Select Assist Link SuitePlaza Assist Link Suite
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GRAB RAILS

• Where a concealed (in-wall / in-duct) or high-
level cistern or flush valve is used, a continuous 
grab rail shall be provided across the rear wall 
and side wall nearest the pan

• Where a low-level non-concealed cistern or flush 
valve is used, the grab rail shall be terminated at 
each side of the cistern

• Must be 30-40mm diameter

• Must be able to withstand a force of 1100N 
(approx. 113kg) applied at any position in any 
direction

• Must be between 50-60mm clearance from 
adjacent wall surface

• Must be no obstruction of the hand along the 
top 270° arc of horizontal and angled rails, and 
the full length of vertical grab rails
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GRAB RAILS
Compliant BPA Products
(left or right handedness is viewed as the user sits on the toilet)

CONCEALED / High-level cistern or flush valve NON-CONCEALED / Low - level cistern or flush valve

1 x continuous grab rail. 
Choice of:

BR1060.980L - 90° Corner Grab Rail 
980 x 1030 x 600 Left Hand

BR1060.980R - 90° Corner Grab Rail 
980 x 1030 x 600 Right Hand

BR1100.9070L - 140° Corner Grab Rail 
1365 x 1030 x 450 Left Hand

BR1100.9070R - 140° Corner Grab Rail 
1365 x 1030 x 450 Right Hand

1 x angled grab rail. 
Choice of:

BR9460L - Grab Rail Angled 90° 
950x600mm (32x1.2) Left Hand

BR9460R - Grab Rail Angled 90° 
950x600mm (32x1.2) Right Hand

BR8570L - Grab Rail Angled 
850x700mm (32x1.2) LHS

BR8570R - Grab Rail Angled 
850x700mm (32x1.2) RHS

1 x straight grab rail. 
Choice of:

BR1030 - Grab Rail  
Straight 300mm (32x1.2)

BR1060 - Grab Rail  
Straight 600mm (32x1.2)

BR1090 - Grab Rail  
Straight 900mm (32x1.2)
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MIRROR, TOILET ROLL HOLDER, 
ROBE HOOK & HAND DRYERS

MIRROR

• In accessible sole occupancy units, the mirror
shall be centred over the washbasin

• In accessible unisex sanitary facilities, mirror
must be above or adjacent to the washbasin

• Primary mirror must have minimum width of
350mm and minimum height of 950mm

• If provided, a secondary mirror must be
mounted with the bottom a minimum of 600mm
above floor, and the top a minimum of 1850mm
above the floor.

• Angled or tilted mirrors should not be used

TOILET ROLL HOLDER

Must fit into a zone with a maximum height of 
240mm and a maximum width of 300mm.

ROBE HOOK

1 x Coat Hook is required to be installed within the 
sanitary facility

HAND DRYERS, SOAP DISPENSERS, TOWEL 
DISPENSERS AND SIMILAR FITTINGS

• These fittings are optional items under AS1428.1
(although Hand Dryers are required items under
AS1428.2)

• Must be operable by one hand, and installed
with the height of their operative component or
outlet 900-1100mm above the floor.
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MIRROR, TOILET ROLL HOLDER, ROBE HOOK & HAND DRYERS
Compliant BPA Products

TOILET ROLL HOLDER

SOAP DISPENSER

ROBE HOOK HAND DRYERS

Gemelli

Cube Soap Dispenser

Gemelli Robe Hook V-Jet

Cube Single & Double

Cube Robe Hook

Fuga

Windflow

Nature

Nature Robe Hook
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ACCESSIBLE SHOWER AREA
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SHOWER AREA

RAIL SHOWER

• Shower Hose must have a minimum length of 1.5m

• Shower must have a wall elbow with backflow prevention

• Rail slider must allow the shower head to be positioned at various angles
and heights

• Rail slider must be mounted on a suitable grab rail:

 ~Must be 30 - 40mm diameter

 ~Must be able to withstand a force of 1100N (approx. 113kg) applied at 
any position in any direction

 ~Must be between 50 - 60mm clearance from adjacent wall surface

 ~Must be no obstruction of the hand along the top 270° arc of horizontal 
and angled rails, and the full length of vertical grab rails

SHOWER MIXER

Must fit into a zone which is maximum 200mm high x maximum 235mm wide.

SHOWER SEAT

• Width must be minimum 960mm

• Projection when lowered must be between 390-400mm

• Must be self-draining (diameter of drainage holes/slots/gaps must be 4-6mm

• Must be slip resistant

• Front corner must be rounded to a radius of 10-15mm

• Top edges must be rounded with a minimum radius of 2-3mm

• Must fold in an upwards direction

• Must be able to withstand a force of 1100N (approx.113kg) applied at any
position in any direction

SOAP HOLDER

Must fit into a zone which is maximum 200mm high x maximum 155mm wide.

ROBE HOOK

2 x robe hoks are to be installed within reach of the shower seat.

RELEVANT CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE 2010 AMENDMENT TO AS1428.1:

• Figure 50: all dimensions now treated as minimums instead of absolutes

• Figure 52: all dimensions now treated as minimums instead of absolutes

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS
Misconception: accessible shower areas require shower mixers 
with extended handles.

Correction: AS1428.1 does not reference a required handle length 
for shower mixers.
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SHOWER AREA
Compliant BPA Products

RAIL SHOWER 
(left or right handedness is viewed as 
the user sits on the shower seat): SHOWER MIXER SHOWER SEAT

Life Assist Rail Shower LH 
Life Assist Rail Shower RH

Felino Shower Mixer Sardina Shower Mixer Assist Shower Seat 960

Ferla Shower Mixer Madeira Shower Mixer
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SHOWER AREA
Compliant BPA Products

SOAP HOLDER ROBE HOOK

Cube Soap Basket

Nature Soap Basket

Gemelli Robe Hook

Cube Robe Hook

Nature Robe Hook
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AMBULANT SANITARY COMPARTMENT
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AMBULANT SANITARY COMPARTMENT

TOILET SUITE

Requires 610-660mm projection from the wall to the front of the pan.

Requires 460-480mm height to top of the seat.

GRAB RAIL

• 2 x grab rails are required – one on each side of the pan

• Can be either

 ~ 90° grab rail with horizontal and vertical arms each having a length of 
400-450mm

 ~ 30°-45° grab rail with horizontal arm having a length of 400-450mm, 
and angled arm having a minimum length of 700mm

• Must be 30-40mm diameter

• Must be able to withstand a force of 1100N (approx. 113kg) applied at any
position in any direction

• Must be between 50-60mm clearance from adjacent wall surface

• Must be no obstruction of the hand along the top 270° arc of horizontal and
angled rails, and the full length of vertical grab rails

TOILET ROLL HOLDER

Must fit within a prescribed zone which is 300mm maximum width and 240mm 
maximum height.

ROBE HOOK

1 x robe hook is to be installed within the compartment.

RELEVANT CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE 2010 AMENDMENT TO AS1428.1:

• Figure 53: adds a requirement for 700mm minimum length for non - horizontal leg of 35°-40° ambulant rails.
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AMBULANT SANITARY COMPARTMENT
Compliant BPA Products

TOILET SUITE

Toledo Rimless  
WF Econoflush Air

Toledo Rimless FTW Plaza Ambulant Link Suite Ultra Deluxe Ambulant Link Suite

Venezia Ambulant FTW SuiteEmilia Rimless FTW
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AMBULANT SANITARY COMPARTMENT
Compliant BPA Products

GRAB RAIL

2 x Grab Rail Square 
450mm x 450mm

TOILET ROLL HOLDER

Gemelli Toilet Roll Holder

Cube Single & Double

Nature Toilet Roll Holder

ROBE HOOK

Gemelli Robe Hook

Cube Robe Hook

Nature Robe Hook
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